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Doing theodicy: an empirical study of a women’s prayer group


Introduction 

This paper arises from an empirical study of a weekly women’s prayer group in a small market town in the north of England. I argue that what participants dismissed as inconsequential ‘chatting’ was, rather, a powerful mechanism which allowed them to maintain order and meaning in potentially chaotic situations arising from unanswered prayer. 


The work was carried out for an MA dissertation in Religious Studies in 2001. 


Method 
	
 At the outset I was not sure what my focus or research question would be, other than ‘prayer’. My intention was to observe the group and then see what particular aspect of their group prayer behaviour might become my focus.  That seemed like a high-risk proposition but I was encouraged by my supervisor to approach the fieldwork as openly as possible. Reading works of feminist methodology (see, especially, (Reinharz, 1992, Skeggs, 1997,) further encouraged me in this initially non-directional, more collaborative approach. 

I knew little about methodology and began the research by just hanging around and talking to the women as much as possible (Skeggs 22) 



An acquaintance – I’ll call her ‘Jane’ - is a regular member of the group and agreed to introduce me. She told the other members that I was studying for an MA in Religion and had a special interest in prayer. I explained at the first meeting that I would be listening and taking notes, and that all I heard would remain anonymous. I also said that after a period of regularly visiting the prayer meetings I would welcome a group discussion. I would also return after my research to discuss my findings. 

Jane explained that the women, aged between about 30 and 60, were all members of a local Baptist church and had been meeting as a prayer group on a Wednesday morning for about 15 years (hence my shorthand, the Wednesday Women). Two members saw each other more regularly outside the meetings as friends. Attendance varied at the meetings and had done so over the years. Many members had come more often when their children were younger and the prayer group could double as a ‘Mum’s and Toddler’s’ session. During the three months when I attended for research, attendance varied between six and eight. 


The women always met at the same house, Pat’s large Victorian terrace near the town centre. The meetings were scheduled for 9:00 a.m., to allow them time to drop their children at school. Most of the women had part-time jobs and some had irregular hours, meaning that their attendance was not always consistent on consecutive Wednesdays. They planned to finish by 10:30, but sometimes ran over for another ten or 15 minutes, invariably expressing surprise that they had continued for so long.  



Because my focus was on the dynamic of the group, I did not intend to interview the individual members separately but concentrated instead on observing the group process.  The exceptions were my main contact, Jane, who I interviewed at the outset and the conclusion of my fieldwork.  Another member, Helen, was following a post-gradate diploma course in complementary medicine, related to her work as a nurse, and as healing was another interest of mine, I decided to interview her on that theme. To provide background for the study, I also attended several services at the Baptist church to which the women belonged.  

The clue to what would become the focus for my study arose at my first meeting. As we accepted a cup of tea from our host, Jane explained to me would happen at the meeting. 

We’ll spend most of the time chatting until someone notices the time and then we’ll quickly say a few prayers. And then, we’ll say, oh dear, we really should spend less time chatting, and that's what happens every week! 

This ‘chatting’ was something to which she would often return in future conversation, always apologetically, as if their ‘chat’ was a weakness of the meeting and the members’ relationship with God. 


Over the weeks I noticed as they reviewed the prayers from previous meetings that many prayers were not answered as originally requested. And yet, there always seemed to be some way in which the women would interpret events to allow them to be satisfied with what had happened. 

As I observed what they did, I noticed how carefully they attended to the detail of their prayers in their ‘chat’. Jane made notes at every meeting about their prayers, and would begin the meetings by describing what she knew had happened to the people for whom they had prayed at previous meetings. Other members would provide additional information.  As they ‘chatted’, they would offer suggestions and discuss their responses to the events, particularly when their original requests were not granted.  This process, as Jane had said, took up most of the meeting, often lasting more than an hour. Once they were satisfied that they understood and could accept what had happened, they would then ‘chat’ about who now needed prayer. If their previous prayers had not been answered in the way they had originally asked, they would pray for the same person or situation differently after the discussion, adding a new dimension in light of their newly acquired understanding. 

I will argue in this paper that the ‘chat’ was the mechanism by which the group resolved for themselves the apparent dissonance between what they had wanted and what had actually happened. Further, I suggest it was the most important element in what I came to understand as a ‘ritual of theodicy’. 

Creating a theodicy 

My initial theoretical entry into my question centred on the ‘problem of meaning’. Problematic within monotheistic religions is the apparent contradiction between a loving, omnipotent, omniscient, omnipresent God and the presence of suffering in the world.  

How we try to reconcile this contradiction is known as a theodicy, a term proposed by the 18th century rationalist philosopher Gottfried Wilhelm Leibniz, using two ancient Greek words, a divine being or god (theos ) and justice (dike). 

While Leibniz wrestled with this problem philosophically, of more relevance here is how groups of people have wrestled with it in their own lives. Various responses within various religious traditions are, for example, that God’s mysterious will is being accomplished; that we bring on our own suffering, or that we will be blessed in the hereafter. (See, for example, Bowker, 1970, Hartman, 1997, Kraemer, 1995). 

Accounting for bad, sad or tragic events within God’s perfect universe is a complex process. Theodicy may help people resolve, if only temporarily, the apparent contradictions between suffering and God’s all-powerful love.  Berger argued that ‘an explanation of these phenomena in terms of religious legitimations, of whatever degree of theoretical sophistication, may be called a theodicy’ (Berger 53). Berger views theodicy through the lens of a rational-irrational continuum, concluding that the purpose of theodicy is not to bring happiness to the suffering individual but rather to confer meaning onto circumstances which might otherwise appear chaotic.
The nature of this ‘chaos’ strikes at the heart of a monotheistic religion which presupposes a benign, loving all-powerful God. By reconciling the apparent discontinuity between perfect love and terrible events, the believers restore order to their worldview. 

Some suggest that such reconciliation is not possible. Weber said that the problem of meaning is irreconcilable within most religions, apart from those based on a karmic belief in rebirth. (Weber 145) 

He argued that believing in divine, benign intervention stems from a belief in magic, with petitioners having to please, influence, cajole or collaborate with a magician-like God and, in prayer, try to show God why they are deserving.  (ibid., p. 26). If adherents believe that God is the magician who can perform miracles when asked, then unanswered prayer will eventually wreck adherents’ fragile beliefs as their God shows himself to be weak and ineffective. 

From the outset of my study, I did not observe acts or conversations which suggested that the women thought God could be tricked or placated into obeying their will. Informed by the idea of theodicy, I chose to examine more closely how the women acted together to re-confer meaning onto situations which could otherwise appear chaotic.  

This is a Durkheimian turn, away from a supernaturally-oriented view of religion. For Durkheim, religion is not rooted in a belief in the supernatural, like magic, which ‘does not result in binding together those who adhere to it, nor in uniting them into a group leading a common life’ (Durkheim 44). The part of his analysis which is most relevant here is how people collectively organise and demonstrate ‘their beliefs and practices relative to sacred things’ (ibid. 47) with collective action demonstrated through ritual.  


Deciding to observe ‘how’ they behaved together to construct a certain meaning led me to the idea of ritual. Could what I observed taking place on a Wednesday morning, in the living room of a terrace house, amongst women balancing coffee cups and notepads on their laps be better understood as a religious ritual? 




Looking to the nature of ritual as collective action, I turned to Bell’s work which focused on the practice-nature of ritual, suggesting that ritual may be how 

people can visibly, formally and explicitly attest to a whole cosmos of implicit assumptions about the nature of reality. Ritual activities, from the elaborate jiao to the modest bow, promote particular attitudes toward reality in a notably uncoercive and experiential way (Bell, 2000,  383)


Geertz said, similarly, that religion is a cultural system whose sacred symbols inspire people’s ‘moods and motivations’ (Geertz 112). During ritual, these converge with and reinforce certain concepts. 

In a ritual, the world as lived and the world as imagined, fused under the agency of a single set of symbolic forms, turn out to be the same world (ibid.). 


Ritual is always, Bells suggests, ‘contingent, provisional and defined by difference.’ It is in ‘ritualization’ that differences, boundaries and distinctions are drawn to privilege certain acts as more important and powerful than others. This demarcation is a more important requisite for ritual than other features such as degrees of formality, repetition or fixity. (Bell, 1992,  90-93).  

The women I observed differentiated between the sacred and profane by dismissing their ‘chat’ as something they should finish more quickly to allow them to do the ‘real’ business of their gathering: prayer. Jane remarked during one conversation that some people within the church had accused them several years earlier of gossiping, which had hurt and offended her. 


Yet, she and the others were not conscious of their chatting being an integral part of their sacred activity. When I suggested, during a follow-up discussion after my research had ended, that their chatting was an important part of their prayer activity they disagreed, saying it was only a preliminary stage in agreeing who or what to pray for. 

Not recognising what they are actually doing is how people actually practice, argued Bell, particularly drawing on Althusser’s discussion of ‘oversight’ (ibid., 87). Bell agrees that people may see what they want to accomplish, but not the strategies they use to produce what the practice ‘actually does accomplish, a new situation’ (ibid.).  She refers to Bourdieu’s idea that ritualization creates a kind of blindness to mask the real interest which people may bring to the ritual.  (ibid.156.) In reference to my study, I would concur and conclude that the Wednesday Women were unaware that their ‘chat’ created the fusion they desired between disappointment and fulfilment, between order and chaos. 

My question then became further refined as I decided to analyse their actions as a visible sequence which reinforced certain concepts, namely, that their God was, indeed, a loving, all-powerful God even when he did not do as they had asked. 













The weekly Wednesday meetings followed the same pattern which I noted: 


1.	Arriving and receiving a drink
2.	Chatting about progress of previous prayers: 
3.	Describing the specific instances requiring prayer: 
4.	Praying 
5.	Giving thanks for God’s presence
6.	Closure

A particular part of the sequence which seemed problematic to the women was what Jane referred to in diminutive terms as ‘chatting’. This was when they discussed the outcome of prayers from previous meetings and the instances now requiring prayer.  Closer analysis of their ‘chat’ reveals that it performed a critical, remedial function in rebalancing their worldview when they were faced with potentially disappointing events. Following Berger, I will analyse below how the specific detail of their chat helped restore their worldview as much as, or sometimes more than, it appeared to ameliorate the suffering of those from whom they prayed. The following examples illustrate the process and how the chat (re) produced specific understandings of God.










Chatting to theodicy 

God is love 

Alison’s daughter, Anne, in her early twenties, is living in the United States for a few months. She had recently arrived and, knowing no one there, was feeling lonely. She went to a church and at a certain point the minister asked if anyone would like to come to the front, kneel down, and someone within the congregation would be moved to come up and pray with them. Anne had gone to the front and kneeled down and no one had come to pray with her. She was now, her mother reported, feeling embarrassed, humiliated and lonelier than ever. The women prayed to God to give her the strength not to give up, but to go to the front again on the forthcoming Sunday when someone would surely be moved to come and pray with her, and other people would demonstrate similar acts of friendship. 

Alison didn’t come to the next meeting, but two weeks later picked up the story and said that in the previous two weeks Anne had gone back to the church, had answered the minister’s call to go to the front and again no one had prayed with her or spoken to her. As we sat and listened to Alison, I wondered if anyone would express anger or even confusion that the members of the American congregation had ignored Anne. I wondered how they would account for God not answering their prayer to ease the loneliness of a homesick daughter, and what new prayer they might form to convince him to help her. 

As Alison continued, her voice gathered strength as she described how this experience had led Anne to think that God wanted her to be alone so that he could speak with her quietly. She was fasting as a mark of her devotion. The others quickly agreed that this was good, and said how wonderful it was for Anne be meeting the Lord in this way. 

They did not pray that Anne’s suffering for human contact should be alleviated by the congregation, but rather thanked God for his presence in her life. 

I was aware that I was interpreting this event differently. While I might see a lonely, potentially anorexic, friendless young woman, they saw a devout Christian blessed by a loving God, who wanted to comfort her himself in a loving relationship. What seemed to be more important was that they created a new understanding which reinforced the part of their worldview that ‘God is love’.  


God is omniscient 

The women prayed at every meeting for Chloe, Carol’s daughter, who is overseas on mission work. She is romantically involved with a non-Christian Asian man. She is apparently unhappy and confused in the relationship, her mother reports, but it continues. What should she do – give up the man? Come home? Come home with him? 

Week after week the women prayed, week after week the story remained the same. Chloe remained confused. Suddenly, one day as they chatted, the problem became obvious: Chloe was confused with the confusion of someone without God - ‘which is not You, Lord, you bring clarity’, as one of them remarked. Something, or someone, who was not of God was causing the confusion. They prayed for God to show himself and through him, for Chloe to find the answers for which she was searching. 

This appeared to me to be a roundabout way of saying that Chloe’s non-Christian boyfriend was the source of the problem, but it emerged as the most elegant solution. God’s omniscient nature remained unscathed by the women’s conclusion that access to his omniscience was not to be taken for granted. Through her boyfriend’s influence Chloe was being drawn away from God. Rather than praying again for wisdom, they prayed for God to become part of Chloe’s life again. 

The women had prayed at each meeting for Alison’s husband who had been  unemployed for the past two years. Then, at one meeting just before Christmas, Pat announced that her husband, too, had now lost his job. 

The women chatted about this and eventually agreed that this period of unemployment was a good thing. Although it wasn’t easy, particularly just before Christmas, it gave their husbands an opportunity to re-evaluate their careers. The group worked together to reinforce their worldview that God had the better plan, even if we cannot see it right now and even if the timing seems a little harsh.  Their prayers for employment, they agreed, might have been the wrong prayers. They would pray instead for the men to have insights during this period of reflection. I observed here that the women were not praying for their husbands’ suffering caused by unemployment to be relieved, but rather that something good would result from God’s omniscience.

The kind, loving God who was comforting Alison’s daughter was also a God who could leave his people in darkness while they discovered their own ways through. Suffering, therefore, was sometimes a necessary part of spiritual growth. The women were not praying for an end to suffering, but for insight. The result was that they had created a new understanding of God’s mysterious wisdom. 












God is omnipotent 

The women prayed at each meeting for a teenage girl who had become involved with witchcraft. She had agreed to be ‘saved’ and was due to be baptised in two months hence. Meanwhile, she was in turmoil, not sleeping properly and having nightmares. They had prayed for her to be more at peace, but the nightmares continued. 

Rather than see this as a problem or evidence of satanic victory, the women agreed it was symptomatic of Satan’s frustration in losing the battle for her soul.  It would undoubtedly worsen as the baptism grew closer, they agreed. Their loving, wise God was now also a God fiercely engaged in battle over a human soul. The young woman might continue to suffer with nightmares, but this was only showing God’s power. The women’s belief in their omnipotent God was reinforced. 

Pat shared her worry one morning that, as a nurse, she may be required to dispense the ‘morning-after pill’. Their wide-ranging discussion pinpointed the reasons for teenage pregnancy in general. Jane said: ‘It's not just teenage pregnancy, it's litter and it's having dinner in front of the TV’. Alison suggested a return to conscription would be a good thing for society, as it enforced discipline. 
		




The women were reinforcing a pervading religious aetiology of the 'Fall': people are inherently wicked and will continue in that state until saved by Jesus. Society is falling apart due to this irreligiosity; unsaved teenage girls will persistently fall pregnant or into witchcraft until their lives are redeemed through Jesus Christ. The chaotic consequences of living without being ‘saved’ were acknowledged. The women did not pray for fewer teenagers to become pregnant, but for them to come to know Jesus.  

God is omnipresent


Sometimes their prayers were partly answered. A man’s painful back, but not his leg, was miraculously healed following prayer. The women discussed how he was delighted and had taken this as a sign that God was blessing him. One of their own members, Helen, said that her painful back improved, but never completely healed, after prayer.   Another woman’s back improved slightly, but not wholly, after they had prayed for her. She was still reliant on painkillers, but not as many or as often as before. 

Once again, where I saw failure, they saw opportunity. The women agreed that the partial healings were signs from God of his presence and love. They were not bungled healings or manifestations of neglect. These signs reinforced their worldview that God was present, active in the world today. That someone’s suffering may be continuing, albeit less so, was not to them the main concern. It was God’s visible intervention upon which they focused. God had actively demonstrated his power, they agreed. They said a prayer of thanks. 



God is eternal 

An elderly woman with cancer, for whom they had prayed for healing,  
died a week later. This, the women agreed, was the best outcome. ‘How do we know,’ Pat asked rhetorically, ‘when we are ripe for heaven?’ After all, she remarked in a matter-of-fact tone ‘I have a niece, Phoebe, in heaven. She died at seven months’ gestation’. 

The women did not express disappointment that fellow Christians had died because the result, going to heaven, was something to which they all eventually aspired. It was part of their worldview that after death they would all be reunited with each other and with God. They prayed for God to bless the deceased woman in heaven. 


Discussion 


Given the above observations about their worldview, how did the women accomplish this theodicy in their group setting? It was not, from my observation, a result mediated through prayer. Rather, it was primarily through the very action which seemed to be so easily dismissed – their ‘chat’. 

I want to focus here on the action or ‘doing’ nature of their ritual. I will argue that their chat does for them during their meetings something which may not be possible in other settings. For example, during a church service they are in a position to accept or reject privately the theological insights or arguments being presented by their church leaders. But here, in their friend’s home, they are ‘doing theology’ through doing their ritual of theodicy. 

By referring to this as the women ‘doing theology’ I mean that they are creating a theological response to a given situation. Orsi (Orsi 1997) stressed the improvisational nature of ‘theologising’ as something which occurs in different venues and in different ways. It is not something which simply replicates church rituals or practices in different locations. Understanding this within a context of lived religion points to the quotidian nature of theologising as the way people use religion to inform and shape their response to everyday experience.   


Most importantly, in so doing they are creating a new situation from which they can now operate. They render themselves safe from the chaotic consequences of their worldview fragmenting.  


Turning to the women’s prayer group, I recall Jane being apologetic at my first meeting about how little time they actually pray.  She returned to this theme in a later interview when describing how she felt about the Wednesday meetings. 

She said that the more they talked about their prayers, the better the outcome. 


Jane: Back to what you were saying about it being a women’s group.
Yes, I think it is important that we talk through things and I think that is an important part of what we do. Yesterday, Helen came and needed prayer and had to leave earlier so we prayed right away and continued praying until we were finished, an hour later. And, you know, I keep track of these prayers and I don’t think it’s as good as when we spend more time talking first.

Abby: Do you mean it’s better when you talk for longer first?

Jane: Yes. Definitely it is better. 






This ‘talking things through’ or ‘chatting’ provides a clue into what the women are actually doing, even though, following Bell, they may not see themselves as so doing.   

That the prayers are spoken aloud take them into a realm beyond personal benefit. Language can also be understood as performative utterance: speech can have the effect of doing something other than merely conveying something (see, for example, Austin, 1962). The classic matrimonial examples of ‘I do’ and ‘I declare you man and wife’ illustrate the commanding, declaring, and promising potential of the spoken word. 

 Another interpretation of the function of speech suggests that the spoken word has a semiotic function in ritual (Geertz, 29-30) which allows us to interpret how the individual or group signifies meaning. But, how do we know what they really mean, that the speaker is sincere? When, for example, people speak their creed aloud they may appear to be publicly affirming or accepting their faith, but an observer would not be able to tell if they actually believed every word.  

What, clearly, cannot be recited by rote is an hour-long conversation. The Wednesday Women precede their short prayers by lengthy discussion about what has happened, what it means, and what is now required. Only when they are satisfied that their understanding is complete do they move to prayer. 





This was the transformative work within what I term their ‘their ritual of theodicy,’ having a unique and visible role with several distinct components: 

1.	Sharing information
2.	Absorbing that information into their worldview
3.	Modifying their construct of God as necessary
4.	Preparing to pray

The components are necessary for the entire ritual to have a satisfactory conclusion. Further, the components are better seen as a closed loop system. Each stage feeds the next until, finally, prayer allows for new information to be exchanged at the next meeting, and the process begins again. 

The role of each stage within the ‘chat’ serves different purposes. 


Firstly, they exchanged information. This allowed them to immerse themselves in the world of the everyday, discussing real events involving real people they knew. Far from idle gossip, this was serious work with which women are often charged. It is the work of family and community relationships. They engaged openly and at length with each other discussing, sometimes passionately, what had or had not happened.



Secondly, they absorbed the information into their worldview. The way the women discussed their unanswered prayers sometimes did correspond to classic works on theodicy. God, for example, may have a better but so far mysterious plan for unemployed husbands; suffering in this world is often caused by our own behaviour, such as watching television over dinner; people who die are happy in heaven, and so on.  
 
This part of the chat allowed them to reaffirm their worldview and demonstrates the semiotic function of speech. They explicitly reinforce their explicit and implicit assumptions about reality, their belief system and their group.



Seen in this context, the Wednesday Women’s chat does not simply help the women express their fears and desires, providing a therapeutic psychological benefit. It helps them but also reconciles and enriches their relationship with God. 

Thirdly, the women are sometimes challenged to review their understanding of God. In their chat, they were not only conveying information about the week’s events and reconfirming their worldview, but they were sometimes creating a new order of understanding. This permitted a more complex, multi-faceted view of God who could be, within the same meeting, a loving friend, trusted guide, fierce warrior, healer and eternal resting place. 

 It also positions the ritual away from magic. Their prayers were not directed towards an all-powerful, magician-like God. When they did not receive the expected results, they did not concoct spells or devise plans to please his capricious nature. They did not even express disappointment. Rather, they sought to interpret the events within a new understanding of God’s providence. 

The active nature of their reasoned chat and its underlying function suggests that this ritual is different from rituals which would be expected in a belief system which privileged magic over reason. The Wednesday Women were not conducting a ritual of supplication or invocation where they could influence an irrational, supernatural being to do their will. Following Berger, their stance is rational, not superstitious. 

Finally, the women were preparing their way for prayer. Praying only began after any threat of chaos had been removed. This was when they had fused, following Geertz, the ‘real’ world with their view of it. Depending on the week’s events and the degree of dissonance, prayer would be delayed for as long as necessary. Prayer could not occur until they had reconciled and sometimes revitalised their view of God with the events which had occurred. That was why, as Jane said, it was better the longer they chatted. Unresolved tension in apparently unanswered prayer would not allow new prayers to be spoken in trust. It would therefore be more difficult at the following meeting to resolve any dissonance and restore order. 

In summary, the women I observed were not resigning themselves passively to God’s will, but expanding their view of God by constructing a theological response. I was interested in how they viewed theology and how their beliefs informed the kind of experience they shared on Wednesday mornings. 


  
What the Wednesday Women say 

As part of my research method, I facilitated a group discussion to learn more about how they were approaching and perhaps reconciling the problem of meaning. 

I had agreed with the women at the outset that I would lead a discussion group at the last meeting I attended. I would ask them direct questions about their thoughts on God, prayer, healing and related issues. Jane, Pat and Alison were present. 

I began by saying I wanted to ask big questions, the kind of questions which I knew from my studies philosophers, theologians, social scientists and the like have asked for centuries, although they had not reached final conclusions.  I said I thought the women might have something useful to add. They laughed and exchanged glances. Pat sat up straight, parodying a child in a class about to answer questions from the teacher. They appeared relaxed. 


Our discussion was far-reaching. When it came to the questions of prayer being answered, I asked them how they responded to the problem of an all-powerful, loving God overseeing a world where bad things sometimes happen: 


Abby: So, how do we reconcile bad stuff? 
Pat: We live in a fallen world. We wait to go with the Lord. 
Abby: Does it matter if your prayers aren’t answered? 
Pat: What matters is if we have a relationship with God. That’s the nub of it. We can get so twisted about prayer that’s not answered, or answered in a different way. 
Jane: It says in Hebrews that it’s impossible to love God without faith. According to your faith it will be unto you. There’s faith, and there’s fear. 
Alison: God puts prayers in my heart, so they’re the right prayers. 
Pat: And yet, bad things still happen. Look at the famine in Africa. 
Alison: That’s caused by sin. 
Abby: And then what happens? What is healing? 
Alison: We should expect to see miraculous healing. Thirty-eight people have been raised from the dead – that’s what it said on the tape we listened to. 
Jane: Yes. Faith is being raised everywhere. Look at Martin’s prayers for healing and the miraculous healing that occurred. Look at Julian and Sylvia. (the two partial healings referred to earlier)
Alison: Some people might be afraid to pray because they worry they might be disappointed. But they need to get over it.
     Pat: Ours is not to say . . . 
Jane: There is physical healing and illness, but emotional healing comes first. Jesus says ‘your sins are forgiven’.
					(Group interview, December 19, 2000)

The women seemed to have a clear view that: 

God is love
God is omniscient
God is omnipotent 
God is omnipresent
God is eternal 

	
Our discussion, however, lacked the vibrancy of their other meetings. They seemed to have little interest in the kinds of general questions we were discussing, although they were pleasant and co-operative.  They offered comments easily, often with a half smile or shrug, as if they had just remembered something that was not, upon reflection, very important. I was a visiting academic to be indulged politely by engaging in a conversation which I, alone, seemed to find significant. This further reinforced for me that the kind of work in which they participated at their regular meetings was for them an active, creative endeavour with personal, ontological consequence. Mine was remote and unconnected with their world. 

This helps to explain their apparent lack of interest in my ‘big theological questions’. It was in Pat’s living room, with the immediacy and tangibility of a particular issue facing them or someone they knew that they worked out a response. My questions, by comparison, were impersonal, general, and intangible, unrelated to their lives as mothers, wives, friends, nurses and members of their community. The women were active in the challenges of this world, the here and now, in a way that was unique to their experience as women. 




Women’s rites 

Thus far, the discussion about religious ritual and theodicy has referred broadly to ‘people’. There arose, however, a gender component in my study which I will explore here. 

The nature of the Wednesday Women’s ritual is different from the rituals they see as part of a church service, for example, or other formal activities such as baptisms and weddings. One of the most obvious differences is that those church-based rituals are led by men, a common occurrence in many churches, including the Baptist congregation they attend. 

According to the Wednesday Women I studied, husbands make major decisions and are responsible for the formalised characteristics of the spiritual life in the home. These spiritual acts are usually carried out at specific times and are encoded with that specific meaning. Jane’s husband, for example, will often bring her a verse from the Bible in answer to a problem she had discussed with him. He leads the family in daily prayers and Bible study. 

This may help explain why the women did not see their Wednesday morning chatting as spiritually significant. It did not, after all, conform to either the rituals they observed at church nor to the way their husbands led group prayers. When women pray together informally, it is not always recognised as theologically significant. 


In Wuthnow’s study of small groups, for example, he says that a certain kind of wisdom was missing from the small, usually female-dominated, prayer groups he observed. There, people did not pay much attention to theological arguments:


In simplest terms, the sacred comes to be associated with small insights that seem intuitively correct to the small group rather than wisdom accrued over the centuries in hermitages, seminaries, universities, congregations and church councils (Wuthnow 358).  



The examples he uses conforms to those I observed – usually women praying for domestic and personal matters. (And, an odd co-incidence, I discovered he too called one group of women the ‘Wednesday Women’!) Institutions like hermitages and seminaries are male-dominated and focused on metaphysical rather than everyday mundane concerns. Wuthnow’s observation also reminded me of the group discussion discussed above, where the women seemed uninterested in theological propositions

Griffith drew similar conclusions to Wuthnow’s in her study of a women’s prayer group, the Women Aglow movement, begun in the USA in 1967. Women’s involvement in the small group prayer sessions, the author suggested, can be understood best as an individual support network and psychotherapy (Griffith 33-39). The process of prayer, she argued, helped women to reconcile domestic differences and conflict. It helped empower the women in their daily lives through giving them a sense of control over their situations. 

What Wuthnow and Griffith do not acknowledge is that the women they studied are doing something theologically significant when they are discussing personal matters and praying. In my empirical study of the women’s prayer meeting, I have concluded that the women were exercising theological agency in successfully creating theodicies. This is a major religious task with a long theological tradition, as discussed earlier, but one usually only recognised as such when performed in places like hermitages and seminaries by men. My study draws attention to the way women ‘do theology’ in a friend’s living room, with mugs and notebooks balanced on their knees, engrossed in the sometimes agonising problems facing them and their loved ones in their everyday lives. There, through their chatting, women were defending order by working out how the apparently unanswered prayers for their friends and loved ones could be understood within their worldview. 
And, if it could not be so understood, they would create a new understanding to enrich that worldview rather than threaten it. 

Women’s preoccupation  with everyday personal matters may be an example of social differentiation, where during the complex process of allocating power and resources, the general area of interpersonal relations and emotional labour is assigned to women. (West and Zimmerman 145). 

 As ‘gender itself is constituted through interaction’ (ibid.129) the women’s Wednesday morning sessions become for me not anyone’s ritual of theodicy but a particularly gendered ritual of theodicy. 

The women I studied, however, only partly agreed with my conclusions. As mentioned earlier, I returned to the group some months after my research was finished to share with them my observations. They were pleased that I had positioned their prayers as important work, and agreed that the work of daily life, particularly as it affected the family, was more significant to them than theological argument. They did not, however, agree with me that their ‘chat’ was a significant mechanism which helped them reconcile their disappointment. There was, they informed me, no such thing as ‘unanswered’ prayer, only differently-answered prayer.  Any insights they may have gained in their meeting arose, they said, from the grace of God. 


Conclusion 

The paper began with how the Wednesday Women tackled an age-old theological issue which has taxed philosophers, clergy and laity throughout the centuries: the ‘problem of meaning’. 


I have argued that when the Wednesday Women meet to chat and pray they unite in a collective action which reinforces and revitalises their beliefs. The group’s ‘chat’ formed part of a ritual which confirmed and reinforced their truth that all prayer was satisfactorily answered and allowed the members to create new theological constructs. 




The transformative process occurred when they chatted about their previous prayers. Accepting both the performative and semiotic functions of language, I was able to analyse their ‘chat’ in terms of how it reflected their collective beliefs, or worldview, how they interpreted meaning from it to achieve a theodicy and how they actively constructed new understandings of their world and their God. 

The women were not simply passively adapting to God’s will, but shaping and enriching their understanding of God. Nor were they, as Weber might have expected, invoking magic or other superstitious practices. Following Berger, I have argued that their chat and their prayers were well-developed and rooted in rational thinking. Their prayers were not meant only to relieve suffering, but to fend off the chaotic consequences of disappointment in God. 

I therefore suggest that the chat is the chief mechanism in a ritual of theodicy, where diverse elements of their world are brought together in a single sequence to restore meaning and harmony in their world, and add a new dimension to their conceptions about God. 

That the women did not see the chat as an integral element in their practice did not, recalling Bell (following Althusser and Bourdieu),  render it less potent. 


This study can illuminate empirical work in the sociology of religion by focusing attention on less formal aspects of ritual and the important function they perform.  This would acknowledge, in particular, labour which is too often dismissed as merely prepatory for a perceived ‘main event’, such as prayer or liturgy. It can also contribute specifically to research on gender in religion, where women’s informal work in ritual events can be recognised further and help restore gender balance in social theory in general. (see, for example, Woodhead, 52-66). 

 Finally, the study adds an empirical note to theoretical works about how theodicies are actually created and how theology is ‘done’ in informal settings. 
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